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CALLING ALL PUPPIES!
You are our past, present and future
Our 2019 calendar is dedicated to the youth of our organization. The puppies that hold the promise
of future greatness, the dogs that started out as puppies, and the legacy of puppies that blossomed
under our care and inspire us.
Send your photos to be included in the 2019 Dog Scouts of America calendar. We love to show how
our dogs are involved in the community, in our families and with our troops. Let’s see how they
looked before they grew up too.
We invite you to send your puppy photos of future Dog Scouts. We also invite you to send
photos of current Dog Scouts and images of them as puppies. Before and after the success of
becoming the representatives of positively trained dogs that may inspire others.
Please send 1 to 5 of your best high-resolution photos. Please identify your subjects and event or
activity. All photos will be reviewed and most exemplary dog photos will be chosen. Our calendar
supports our efforts to spread our message to the public and your dog will be famous!
If you want to add your dog’s photo for their special day (birthday, adoption day, etc.), you may
purchase a Dog Day for $5.
To submit photos, send your top 1 to 5 photos to:
Sally Hoyle
sally.hoyle@yahoo.com
Questions? email Sally
Dog Scouts calendars make great gifts and can be used to show friends and the public our activities
and how our dogs’ lives make a difference.
DEADLINES:
OCT. 15 FOR SUBMITTING PHOTOS AND DOG DAYS
NOV. 1 FOR PLACING CALENDAR ORDERS
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Uncle Sparky Wants YOU! DSA can’t run itself, and if not for the
dedication and work of lots of volunteers and people behind the
scenes, our organization would go down the tubes.
Besides nominations for our Board of Directors (see below), we
need a QuickBooks-savvy
to compile financial
information for the Board and accountant. This is a volunteer
position, no bill-paying or government filing is required, we just need
someone to prepare the monthly income and expense reports
for internal use.
If you’re interested in furthering DSA and can help in this position,
please contact Lonnie Olson: dogscoutcamp@gmail.com

This is an official call for nominations for our Board of
Directors. We’re looking for folks who have the ability to
respond to board correspondence in a timely manner, are
willing to commit their time and energy to Board matters, and
have the best interest of Dog Scouts of America at heart. We
need that person to be able to correspond via email, live chat,
or other technology, so that we can both get quick answers,
and conduct business without delays.
If you are this person, or know of someone who would be a
good representative of DSA on our Board, please submit
their names by November 1, 2018. I will send them a job
description, and they will send us an acknowledgement and
their acceptance of the nomination. There are 2-year and 3year terms, to make re-elections staggered. You can be from
any state, don’t have to have troop affiliation, but have to be
interested in the continuation and improvement of Dog Scouts
of America.
Please contact President, Lonnie Olson with your
nominations (or if you’d like to volunteer). WE NEED YOU!
dogscoutcamp@gmail.com
Do you post, tweet, pin, upload or
#dogscoutsofamerica? We’re looking for
input on maintaining and enhancing our social
media presence. If you’ve picked up some
tips and/or ideas you think we might benefit
from, if you have some pictures of your
scouting adventures you’d like to share, or
come across responsible pet parenting
articles you think others might like to read,
please e-mail those pics., ideas, and links to
thescoop@dogscouts.org.
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Michigan Dog Scout Camp
has a new cleaning person.
Our groundskeeper is finding
it harder to take time away
from family, so, this June, we
found a great gal who will do
the cleaning part of the
job.
Her name is Stacey
Sheppard. She is a very
thorough cleaner, and she
has reached places that
haven't been this clean since
the building was new. She's
quick and efficient, and
always puts things back just
exactly as she found them.
We're so lucky to have found
her, thanks to DSA member,
Joanne Weber, who has
been employing her as a
house-cleaner.
Jack Lavoy is still groundskeeper, and a devoted
employee of DSA. This
summer, right before camp 2,
he
literally
saved
our
bacon! We had a big storm
with high winds that knocked
down many trees in our area.
There were many thousands
of people without power,
including the camp. He
showed up Johnny-on-thespot and rigged up a
generator, so that we would
not compromise the frozen
and refrigerated food, which
was just purchased for
camp.
The Dog Scout Scoop

MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM UPDATES
It has come to our attention that we are still using old, outdated processes with the membership
department. We are upgrading and updating our membership program, aligning ourselves with
other non-profits corporations’ processes. This should result in many improvements.
Great news… Your dues will not be increasing this year. We will be able to provide the same (but
better) membership services at no cost increase. More good news… DSA will be saving money on
postage, as we will be digitally sending out membership confirmations which will be your proof of
membership, Contributing and Sustaining member thank you letters, and official receipts for IRS
income tax purposes for people who elect to pay the Contributing and Sustaining member rates.
Even better, because these acknowledgements will go out electronically, you should get them very
shortly after your membership funds are received! No waiting! This will be an additional savings for
DSA, in business card stock, envelopes, paper, and ink. Also, if you mail in checks, those checks
will be deposited immediately and remotely via the online banking app. No need for the
membership chairman to hold onto checks until a trip to the bank is eminent.
I can’t see a down side to any of this. We’re finally catching up with the digital age, and doing things
the way many other national organizations already do things. No more waiting and wondering if
your check has cleared, or if we received it in the first place. No more wondering if your dues are
due soon or not—we will send out an email a month or two before your membership expires, to
remind you that it is soon to need renewal. The only thing you, as the membership need to do is to
be sure we have a correct, current email address for you in our database.
I apologize to anyone who has become frustrated with our old system. We were receiving many
complaints. But that’s how we know that something needs improvement! Thanks to everyone who
complained, or made suggestions about the membership process. Your input has been taken to
heart, and is much appreciated. We have found a number of glitches in the database, like names
that don’t belong, as additional household members on your membership. This is a puzzlement to
everyone, and we don’t know how this has happened.
I would like to ask your cooperation in moving forward. Please look over the next membership letter
or member information, and let us know immediately, if there’s someone on your membership
whose name you don’t recognize. Please let us know of any address changes or email changes,
spelling errors, new dogs, or dogs (or X-relatives) who have moved on but still appear on your
record.
We are currently looking for a new person to take the Membership
Chairman position. In the interim, I will have the job back. I have to
admit, I kind of missed being in charge of membership. I used to feel
like I knew everyone. I’d see the names of people, whom I had never met, but felt a kinship to them, because I knew they were a longtime member. It would always bring a smile to my face.
Please bear with me as we go through this transitional period.
I think you’re going to like the new “look” of the Membership
department.
Thank you for your continued support,
Lonnie Olson, President (and interim Membership Chairman)
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2018
Fall

Jamboree
Guten Tag! You are all cordially invited to attend the DSA Fall Jamboree
October 19-21, 2018 at Dog Scout Camp in St. Helen!
This year’s Jamboree is going to be a real BARKTOBERFEST . . . our
four-legged version of Oktoberbest! There will be food, fun, and games
all with a German twist. You will get to try some traditional German
dishes such as bratwurst and sauerkraut, Bavarian pretzels and wash it
all down with some German chocolate cake!
There is no charge for the weekend, but you must be a current member
of DSA. You don’t have to come with a troop; individuals are welcome.
Lodging fees increased slightly on September 1, so be sure to check out
those adjustments as this is considered a “non-camp” weekend of
festivities.
When reserving your spot at this fantastic weekend, be sure to let us
know what dish you would like to bring to pass, as we will be eating
potluck style!
Pack your favorite lederhosen for you and your hunde (dogs) and get
ready to mach spass! (have fun!) We look forward to seeing you there!
Auf Wiedersehen!
Please contact Lonnie Olson at 989-389-2000 to reserve your lodging,
and e-mail Amy Schupska with your lodging choice, the number of
patches you would like, dish to pass, and if you would like a t-shirt
include the size request.
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How does making a donation to Dog Scouts of America (DSA) by doing nothing more than using a
different website address sound? If it sounds pretty easy, that’s great – because it is!
Many people make purchases through Amazon each day, and by just changing the website address
that is used those same purchases can trigger a donation being made to Dog Scouts of America or
any other of 501(c)(3) public charity that has signed up for the program. The FAQ for the program
states there are over 1 million organizations to choose from (to read the FAQ [frequently asked
questions] page visit: https://smile.amazon.com/gp/chpf/about/ref=smi_se_rspo_laas_aas).
The program is called AmazonSmile, and it works by donating 0.5% of eligible purchases to the
charity of your choice. While some items are excluded, most are not – there are millions of eligible
items available. When you shop through the AmazonSmile program, there is a line between the
item’s price and the bulleted item description that states “Eligible for AmazonSmile” donation if the
item is eligible for the program. Fees due to services such as shipping & handling and gift-wrapping
are not eligible charges, neither is sales tax. This program does not affect your ability to use you
Amazon Prime membership, if you are a subscriber.
AmazonSmile was started in 2013, and Amazon reports on its website that as of August 2018 it has
donated a total of $97,829,782 to the charities that have registered. To become an AmazonSmile
shopper, all you have to do is visit the website https://smile.amazon.com and activate this feature for
you Amazon.com account. There are a few spotlight charities that scroll across the top of the page,
and under this is an area to enter a charity search. Entering “Dog Scouts” brings up several DSA
troops plus the Dog Scouts of America organization, located in Saint Helen, MI.
So remember, if you typically visit www.amazon.com to shop from home or a mobile device,
consider shopping from smile.amazon.com instead. That simple change can help make a big
difference for DSA.
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2018 Camp Memories

Lots of memories were made at the 2018 Michigan camps! As we move into fall we thought we’d
reflect on summer memories and give those who couldn’t attend a chance to see all the great fun
that was had by both humans and canines.

The Gordon-Brillion gang came ready
to have some fun!

There were old friends to
greet.

And new friends to meet.
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2018 Camp Memories

Both dogs and people
were ready to try
Parkour, one of our
new badges.

Gideon practiced on a tree stump while
working with mom Peggy.
Parkour is great for all sizes and ages of dogs as it helps
build confidence and keep minds sharp.

And the tiniest Moose works on backing up onto the dog (with mom Barrie
Lynn.)

Dazzle, with mom Erika
showed she could get up
on the logs.

Hailey practices 2 paws
up on the wood pile.

Here, big boy Dash works with mom
Melissa on getting in the box.

Even 4 month old
Mackenzie was ready to
get in on the action!
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2018 Camp Memories

Tim, Goldy and Mackenzie
are ready to go too.

Zena is packed and ready
for hiking.

Lonnie and Caper worked
very hard on the Rally
FrEe badge.

There were tricks
practiced.

Here Dazzle works on
perfecting a trick for the
talent show.
Page 10

Jeff and Hemi practiced
skills to earn that badge
too.

And the music was superb!
The Dog Scout Scoop

2018 Camp Memories

Steeplechase was new to most dogs,
but they sure had fun with it! Here Ally,
Izzy and Kevin give it a try.

Trash Agility was fun and challenging!
Here Beth works with Charlie and
Genie.

And Sidney had no
trouble conquering the
barrels!

And sometimes the human reaction is
quite telling. Here Felicia reacts with
surprise when her dog Kelly (left) took
off quickly on her first run with Katie.

Kevin showed he could master the
tires.

Of course most dogs loved the water!
Here Goldy works on impulse control
as she waits for permission before
jumping in the pond.
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And Karen and Mo
mastered the paddle
board.
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2018 Camp Memories

Our new Agility Partners badge
challenged seasoned agility
dogs.

Here Genie moves
quickly through one of
the drills.

Doolin shows his focus
working through a drill
requiring a tight turn.

Bonsai with his very proud
mom was the first dog to ever
earn the Agility Partners
badge. Coincidentally he looks
exactly like the dog we chose
for the badge!

Lima showed size makes
no difference as she
speeds through a drill.

Sunny worked very hard
to get a tight weave entry
on this drill.

And of course other agility badges were offered for
dogs not quite ready for Agility Partners.
Here Moose masters the A-frame.

Mickey showed
enthusiasm when going
through the tunnel.
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2018 Camp Memories

Some dogs really
enjoyed Treibball.

Here Abby waits for her cue.
And Goldy demonstrated
accuracy when pushing
that ball.

And who says you can't teach an old dog new tricks?

Fifteen year old Jazz became a
new Dog Scout in June and he
tried nearly every activity offered
at camp!
We played lots of games. Here
Maia contemplates her next move.
Charlie worked hard in Dog
Scout class. Here he shows
he has his stay proofed well.

While playing a game Nero had
to decide if her should stand on
that bucket filled with dog food
or figure out how to get it open!.
Goldy takes her turn and climbs right up on that tub.
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2018 Camp Memories

We had
great talent
shows at
each camp.

Here Gideon shows off the many things he
can do with his beloved ball. Gideon was just
one of many dogs to show off his talents.

Not to be left out of the fun, the entire
staff entertained us with song. Each staff
member wrote her own verse and they
sang the chorus together.

Downtime included bonfires.

Or just hanging out with
friends. Yaegar and Delta
sure enjoyed camp!
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Even Elvis showed up in
July! Caper wasn't sure
he belonged, but we
welcome everyone at
camp!
The Dog Scout Scoop

2018 Camp Memories

The Michigan Camp staff hopes to see you and your dog at camp next year!

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN
for the Michigan June and July Summer Camps:
June 17-22, 2019
July 15-20, 2019
Go to
http://dogscouts.org/base/camp-info/mi-dog-scout-camp/
to put your deposit down and reserve your spot, now!
An Early Bird Discount is available
There’s lots of information on the linked page about camp
rules, expectations and how you can prepare your dog to
have a wonderful time at Camp.
Any questions, please e-mail dogscoutcamp@gmail.com.
Published for DSA’s responsible dog-loving members and for the friends of dogs everywhere
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New Parkour Badge—Training and Safety Information
Parkour is a great way to add interest to the walks you take with your dog. It further strengthens the
relationship you have with your dog and is another way to get out an enjoy the great outdoors. This
sport is intended to be accessible for dogs of all ages, sizes and breeds. It helps improve focus and
expend energy in young dogs and can help keep the mind of an older dog sharp.
Because the intention of Parkour is exploration and interaction with the surroundings, dogs will be
jumping on, going under, climbing in and going around objects and obstacles encountered while
walking. Safety is extremely important. Badge evaluators will watch to make sure dogs
demonstrate all required behaviors AND handlers follow all safety rules. Evaluators may call a halt to
the evaluation at any time if she finds the dog to be overly anxious or stressed or if she determines
there is a safety risk.
All dogs must be wearing a harness with a strap that comes between the dogs front legs. The
harness must have straps that are appropriately sized for the dog and straps must be a minimum of
one inch in width for all but the smallest dogs. A leash should be used unless the leash itself would
pose a safety risk. The leash must be attached to the back of the harness and may be dropped if the
area is safe in order for the dog to complete a maneuver. Certain situations might necessitate the
dog being off leash but only if the area is safe and the dog is performing a simple maneuver at
ground level. Long lines may be used for sends in busy areas but the handler must be aware of the
line at all times to avoid any dangerous situations for people or dogs.
The harness is intended to help with spotting and assist the handler should the dog start to slip or
fall. It should not be used to lift the dog or help the dog get on an obstacle. Proper spotting
technique requires the handler to be close to the dog with eyes on the dog at all times and hands
ready to guide. The handler must avoid becoming distracted while the dog is performing any
maneuver.
Consider the shoulder height of the dog before allowing him to jump down onto any hard surface
such as concrete, asphalt or natural rock. If the height of the obstacle is greater than the
shoulder height of the dog, the handler must assist the dog in getting down from the
obstacle. If the dog is jumping down to a soft surface such as dirt, grass or sand the height may be
increased to twice the dog’s shoulder height but never greater than 42”. Dogs under 18 months of
age should not be allowed to jump down from anything
higher than their pastern (wrist).

Dogs must perform all obstacles independently and with
confidence. All behaviors must be intentionally cued.
Dogs should be able to distinguish between cues even
when using the same object. Handlers may touch their dog
at any time in order to ensure safety, but they may not lift
or pick up a dog and put them on an obstacle. The only
time picking up a dog is allowed is to safely remove a dog
from an obstacle. Handlers should consider how their dog
will get OFF an obstacle before asking them to get ON it.
It might be easy enough to lift a 20 beagle off a waist-high
bolder but impossible if the dog is a 100 pound St.
Bernard. In order to meet the requirements for the badge
dogs must get both on and off obstacles.
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Parkour Training and Safety (cont.)

Handlers must be aware of the
appropriateness of an obstacle
before asking the dog to engage
with it. Playgrounds may be used
only if playground rules allow it
and only if children are not using
the playground equipment.
Agility equipment may be used
sparingly and only after a diligent
effort has been made to locate
another suitable obstacle. If
agility equipment is used, the
use must be minimal and it must
be used in a novel or
non-traditional manner.
In Parkour, the handler is
permitted to bring one object with
them for the dog to interact with,
but every effort should be made
to find objects in the environment
for a dog to interact with before
seeking to introduce an obstacle.
Take advantage of what you find
while on a walk in the woods to
practice Parkour. A lake shore or
beach is a great place to find
things for your dog to interact
with.
Consider the places you already
go with your dog and think about
things in those places that you
might use for Parkour. This sport
really teaches us to look at an
environment in a different way,
maybe even seeing things that
we hadn’t seen before. In this
way, Parkour can enrich the lives
of dogs and humans as it
strengthens the bond between
the two.
Always
use
caution
when
practicing Parkour. Accidents can
happen
very
quickly
and
unexpectedly. When in doubt,
safety comes first!

PARKOUR CHECK OFF EXERCISES
Two Feet On: Dog will approach obstacle and place 2 front
feet onto the obstacle and remain on the obstacle for at least
5 seconds. The object must be above shoulder height for the
dog.
Four Feet On: Dog will approach obstacle and place all four
feet on obstacle in a safe manner and remains in place for at
least 5 seconds. Dogs must demonstrate the skill on three
different obstacles. At least one must include jump of at least
shoulder height onto the obstacle.

In: Dog will safely walk or hop into an obstacle that has four
sides measuring less than the dog’s length (nose to base of
tail), like a box or laundry basket. All four feet must be in the
obstacle for a minimum of 5 seconds.
Around: Dog will go around an obstacle at least 3 feet away
from the handler and makes at least a 180 degree turn back
towards handler.
Back Up: Dog will back onto an obstacle that is at least hock
height. Dog should not sit down in the process.
Sequencing: Dog will perform any parkour behaviors in
succession, at least three in a row. Any safe combination can
be used. A separate obstacle must be used for each
behavior. The sequence should have flow to it and no
hesitations or excessive extra cues.
Creativity: Handler must find obstacle and have the dog
demonstrate 3 different parkour behaviors that can be safely
done with this obstacle. The behaviors do not need to be
specifically the ones outlined above. These specifically need
to be parkour behaviors and not just tricks.
Stimulus Control: Dog must be able to differentiate between
the cue to get up onto an obstacle and the cue to go under an
obstacle with ease on the same obstacle.
Over: Dog must jump over one obstacle at least elbow height
tall, where the surface is different on either side of the
obstacle (for example, jumping from concrete to grass). Feet
should not touch the object and object should be of natural
construction.
Send: Handler must stand at least 5 feet from a raised
obstacle and be able to indicate to the dog to go to the obstacle on their own. Dogs must get all feet on the obstacles and
stay there for 5 seconds.
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Kelly Ford—Troop Leader, CRN Secretary and Trails Titling Program Coordinator
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I would like to congratulate everyone who has earned a recent Trails Title.
TrailDog (TD)
Sage Lanter
TrailDog Excellent (TDX)
Danica Joy Ford
Sage Lanter
Utility TrailDog (UT)
Danica Joy Ford
Geocache Dog (GEOD)
Danica Joy Ford
Letterbox Dog Advanced (LBA)
Danica Joy Ford
Letterbox Dog Excellent (LBX)
Zora Ford
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The Road to becoming a DSA Honor Scout

My name is Goldy. My path was set when I was born. My foster parents, Jan & Mel raised me to be
a leader dog. I tried really hard, but it was not meant to be. I was career changed.
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The Road to becoming an Honor Scout (cont.)

I was a year and half when I met and picked Fay for my new mom. It was then that I found out
about Dog Scouts and all the fun things we would learn together. We have tried so many new things
over the last few years. This year mom told me she thought I had most of the requirements and
maybe I could take the test to be an Honor Scout.
To become an Honor Scout, you must attend camp three times. If you haven’t tried it, talk to your
parents. It is a lot of fun, you make new friends, and try lots of new things. Some of my favorite
things at camp have to do with scent work and water. Don’t be afraid to try new things if you can’t do
it one way there is always another way to do the same thing. Dog Scouts helps you to become
more versatile and try new things. Earning at least three obedience badges including IMPROV. That
one is very interesting because you never know what they will have you retrieve so you must be
okay with different textures, soft, hard, metal, plastic, etc. Backpacking and two other utilitarian
badges are also required. My favorites were Scent Discrimination and Hunt Retrieve. You must like
people and be able to help them out when they are sad, lonely or hurting. That’s part of what the
Therapy Dog one is about. Travel Safety is really important too. You must behave when traveling
especially not scaring people & dogs by barking at them passing by or jumping around in the car to
distract your parent from driving. Community Service takes a long time to do but so rewarding. You
think 30 hours is a lot, but it adds up and you meet some nice people. One of things Autumn and I
did was have a yard sale and people stopped just to see us and give us dollars to put in the bucket.
You have to earn a minimum 15 other badges but you can choose your own. My favorites of course
were Puppy Paddlers, Dock Diving, Messenger Dog, Advanced Scent, Frisbee, Band and Lure
Coursing.
It’s not just about the badges, but the journey you take together and the relationship that gets
strengthened by the positive reinforcement you give your parent when they get things right. A Dog
Scout, particularly an Honor Scouts should never chase or harm wildlife even the cute little bunnies
with their white little cotton tails. You must leave things alone that don’t belong to you without your
parents telling you to “Leave it,” that’s called the “implied leave it.” It’s not for every dog but you will
never know until you get out there and try. That’s where the fun is because everything we do is
positive. We plan on going to camp again next year – Hope to see you there!
Happy Exploring New Adventures Together!

I passed! Hurray! “Jump for Joy”
photo by Martha Thierry
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Mackenzie Goes to Camp!
Sally Hoyle—Troop 217

There is nothing in the world like having a new puppy! This
year was the year for a new little one to join our two 7-year
old dogs. Mackenzie, a.k.a. Mighty Mac, was born in March
and joined our family in May, so we knew we would be
taking her to camp in both June and July. We knew that
Mackenzie would have a great time at camp, but I think
even we were surprised at how much she learned!
Mackenzie thought Dog Scout class at Camp was fun!
Learning to swim was a lot of fun too.

Mackenzie saw all the other dogs doing Parkour and
wanted to give it a try. Of course, since she was so
young there were many things we didn’t allow her to
do and we gave her a lot of assistance. We think she’ll
be pretty good at this as she grows though because
she’s always climbing on things at home. We call her
our little monkey!

She learned to paint.

Even though a
lot of paint ended
up on her!
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Mackenzie Goes to Camp! (cont.)
And she learned
to play her piano.

Mackenzie performed in the talent show and
she won first place!
Her tricks were impressive, but I’m pretty sure
the cuteness factor played a role in her win!

Boating wasn’t scary at all
once Mackenzie got the
hang of getting in the boat.
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Mackenzie Goes to Camp! (cont.)

We’re pretty sure
Mackenzie thought
Camp was great!
And we know that
someday she’ll grow
into her uniform.

If you ever get the chance to take a puppy to camp I highly recommend it.
It was a great experience!
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Troop 101—MI ~ Northern Michigan Trail Blazers
Fay Reid

Troop 101 has spent the
last few months working on
several badges including
RallyFrEe, Parkour and
Trash Agility.

Jean & Jennie Rose earned
their 1st DSA Badge, Parkour

Claudette & Yaeger had fun
practicing Parkour

We also have two new Dog Scouts Jenny Rose (left) &
Sheila (right) Thompson with their mom, our newest
DSA troop member, Jean.

Kozi had fun
enjoying her
free time!
Published for DSA’s responsible dog-loving members and for the friends of dogs everywhere
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Troop 101—MI (cont.)
Troop 101 participated in the annual West Branch
Mutt March fundraiser event.

We raised money for
the shelter by donating
a basket to auction,
pledges, and Kozi,
Autumn, and Goldy
taking money and
putting it in basket.

We helped people wanting to adopt
a pet with contact information, and
talked to others about training,
nutritional issues and our troop.
We received contact information
from six potential new members.
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Troop 101—MI (cont.)

The Mutt March was a wonderful experience for not just me but
for my Autumn. Meeting dog lovers was rewarding. My golden
retriever Autumn loves to meet not just other dogs, she also
loves people. We signed up for a couple of contests. When
the time for Autumn to perform her tricks she decided to just sit
and watch the people and their dogs. We walked off the floor
and everyone had a good laugh as she performed her trick
offstage. The next contest was the oldest dog We walked to
the judges and told them she just turned 12 yesterday,
(September 6). To our surprise she won! Then it came time
for the oldest person. My daughter urged me to go up. I did.
There were other ladies up there too. Ages were told, and I
won! We won enough McDonald’s extra value meals to buy all
of our DSA friends lunch. Later we did the march. It was a lot
of fun and we truly plan to go back next year.
– Lorrie & Autumn Reid, DSA Troop 101

Some of our troop members
participated in the Dirty Dog Trail
Run to help raise money for our
area Shelter house to provide
funding to ensure victims of
domestic violence can provide a
safe haven for their pets and the
SOS Animal Rescue to provide
funding for animals in need
through their foster, pet food, and
spay/neuter assistance programs.

Our newest troop
member . . .
Who is he?
Where did he come
from?
What is his occupation?
Stay tuned!
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Troop 119—TX
Cindy Ratliff

Troop 119 has had a great summer with a wide variety of troop meeting activities!

In July we had long distance troop
member, Gina Smith, come in
from East Texas to demonstrate
canine massage. Gina is certified
in massage for both humans and
dogs and she gave a great
demonstration. Afterwards, troop
members were able to participate
in massage with their own dogs
and work toward the merit badge.
The dogs all had a great, relaxing
meeting and have been
encouraging their humans to
continue this practice ever since!

Hands on massage instruction

Boomer loves his massage

Blitzen reaps benefits of massage

Bell enjoys her family massage

Gina & Elvis demo massage

Cheryl & stuffy dog demo crate
exercises

Crate games practice
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In August, troop member Cheryl Woolnough presented a meeting
based on Susan Garrett’s Crate Games book. This meeting was
helpful in teaching the dogs to love their crates and had the added
bonus of preparing the dogs for being comfortable in their crates at
mini-camp, coming up in November! We are very blessed to have
so many talented troop members who can provide a wide variety
of topics for our troop!

Sasha relaxes in her crate

Fergus participating in crate games
The Dog Scout Scoop

Troop 119—TX (cont.)
Also in July & August, some of our troop dogs participated in a
partnership with the Arlington Animal Services Youth Grooming
Academy. Kids are taught about responsible dog ownership, how
to care for their dogs & their community (including how to properly
pick up and dispose of poop!) and how to groom their dogs. The
troop dogs were there so the kids could learn firsthand how to
properly bathe
their
dogs
dogs when they volunteer for
Alex
demos
for (or
firstshelter
aid
the shelter!). We look forward to teaming up for additional future
events with the shelter!

Practicing proper poop pick-up!

Sage enjoys her bath

Alex is checked for a microchip
Alex enjoys her bath

Sage demos proper nail trimming
Rouen enjoys her bath
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Troop 157—FL ~ Broward Paw Patrol

Elizabeth & Jessie

Teresa Irvine

Canine Film Festival
Some of our dog scouts had the privilege to partake in the 2018
Canine Film Festival and model Designs by Diane, who is a troop
member. She is a fantastic seamstress and can make any type of
clothing for your dog. The Canine Film Festival brings together pet
lovers and local business owners to raise funds for local animal
rescues and foster groups in South
Florida. Fun was had by all humans
and pets.
Jessie & Jolie

Peanut

Jessie, Peanut & Jolie

Lily

Peanut

Jessie, Jolie & Peanut

Maria & Jolie

Roo
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Troop 157—FL (cont.)

Website Photo Fundraiser &
Troop Picture Board
The troop held a fundraiser for our website
re-creation, since our other one was deleted.
Our troop leader (Christine Geschwill) is an
awesome photographer and everyone who
participated received a digital file of their
picture. As part of the event everyone was
asked to be sure they worked on getting a
solid SIT stay with their pups, since they
needed to sit facing forward. It was
important to make sure they could sit front of
their handler or next to them straight so
when the photo was being taken they would
be in the correct position for the best
possible photo. All of the photos came out
great as seen here along with one that didn’t
make the collage. Also, Monica made a new
troop board featuring updated pictures of
troop members and activities. We use this
board in our table display when supporting
community events and getting the word out
about what DSA is all about.
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Troop 157—FL (cont.)

Dawn & River

Sage & Ripley

Felice

Sage & Jolie

Jolie

Ripley

Troop Meeting & Hike

Jessie & Felice

Baby Duck Saved by Baci
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Baci being kind to duckling

During our monthly meetings we had an open
discussion about the Dog Care Badge, which
triggered an excellent Q & A and sharing with each
what works for their pups. This provided a better
understanding of overall dog care.
Afterwards we went for a backpacking hike to try
out new backpacks for some and just an enjoyable time. We finished just before it started raining. Plus, at one of our DSA classes held specifically to work on the DSA badge some of our
members met up with BSO patrol at Tree Tops
Park. This was perfect to working on leave it with
other animals and getting the dogs comfortable
with large animals. One of our troop members
Baci saved a baby duck because she was taught
not to harass wildlife as per dog scout ways.
The Dog Scout Scoop

Troop 157—FL (cont.)
Pet First Aid
We had several troop
members wanting to receive training on Pet
First Aid, so one of our
founding troop leaders,
Cindi Stone with Pet
Tech, traveled all the
way to South Florida from Louisiana to
hold a First Aid class just for us! We
had a great turn out. Everyone learned
a lot and they took time to work on
segments of the badge requirements
during the class.

Cindi Stone, Instructor

Linda - CPR-ing
Jessica—Splinting

Lisa—Muzzling

Marcel - Bandaging
Chrystal - Splinting
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Troop 157—FL (cont.)
Emergency Travel Info for our Pups
During one of our monthly troop meetings the
focus was bringing awareness to the troop
about making sure we had emergency travel
information for our dogs and selves in the
event we are in an accident or an emergency
Situation; which would require someone to
know about who should take care of our dogs
in case we are unconscious or so severely
incapacitated and unable to communicate our
wishes. At one of our troop meetings the
homework assignment was to create one for
our scout.
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Troop 177—IN
Robin Porter

Indianapolis Troop #177 took a canoe trip on the White River north of Indianapolis on Saturday, August 4, 2018. Sharon & Zena, guest Barb Kennedy & Katie, Greg Wiseman & Daisy, and Robyn &
Hallie launched from the White River Canoe Company. It was a perfectly beautiful day with mild
temperatures. Dogs and humans had lots of fun on the water!

Katie and Barb

Greg & Daisy

Zena and Sharon

Zena, Katie & Hallie in front of covered bridge
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Troops 198, 233 & 237—CA
Leah Lane—Event Coordinator

As summer continues, the San Francisco Bay Area Troops keep
on learning and having fun.
In the Last Scoop we reported how our newest Troop Member
Crystal earned her Honorary Pup Scout Certificate.

From Pup Scout to AKC
Canine Good Citizen in just a
few short months. Without a
doubt, we have a future Dog
Scout coming soon!

Congratulations Crystal,
Carlotta, (mom in picture);
Scott, (human dad), Christina,
(human sister) and Bailey (fur
sibling), in helping Crystal
learn new things so that she
may be more helpful!

On July 29th, East Bay Troop
237 had a Pack Walk at
beautiful and historic Mountain
View Cemetery in Oakland.

Here is a group shot in front of
some historic grave markers.
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Troop 198—CA (cont.)
On August 5th, Morgan Hill Troop
233 did a downtown Walk About in
Morgan Hill where they stopped for
a group picture in a pretty, little park
along their route. In front from left
to right we have Sadie, Tribble, and
Yeti. Behind them we have Bailey,
Crystal, Cowgirl and Spike, with
humans Christina and Carlotta.

And they also got to practice some sit stays on
some giant foam blocks in a kid’s play area.
This is Sadie, Yeti and Trible doubled up on a
block, Spike behind Sadie, and human Christina
getting Bailey and Crystal to share a foam block.

On Aug 26th East Bay Troop 237 such a great time the
month before doing a pack walk at historic Mountain View
Cemetery in Oakland, they did it again!

Some of the mausoleums are very beautiful.
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Troop 198—CA (cont.)
September 1st East Bay Troop 237
had a meeting and training at
MetroDog in Richmond.
Here are Palo and Rusty posing for a
photo on a piece of agility equipment.
Smile for the camera boys!

Here is Jackie with handsome Palo
in the ring doing training practice.

On Sept. 8th, members from Troop 198
and 233 met at the Bay Area Pet Con at
the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds to
check out all the vendors and exhibits
and to have LOTS of fun!

They had two agility courses set up
for attendees to use.
Here Carlotta encourages Crystal
to jump down from the high
platform.
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Troop 198—CA (cont.)
Carlotta encourages Crystal to climb up to the
balance beam.

You got this Crystal!

Leah has Wyatt hold and stay on the platform.

Wyatt is almost 11, and he is happy to
change his stay to a down on the platform.

Fall is coming, and we have lots of goals to reach and activities planned, we’ll keep you posted!
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Troop 217—MI ~ Motor City K9’s
Sally Hoyle—Troop Leader

Summer is a very busy time for Troop 217! We like getting outside and enjoying nature with our
dogs and we tend to cram a lot into just a few short months. Many of our members attend camp in
Michigan

We held our annual potluck picnic by the lake and were treated to a
picture perfect Michigan summer day. There was lots of yummy food
to eat but the big draw for the dogs was the lake of course. They
were able to swim and retrieve from the water for much of the
afternoon. We had a kiddie pool set up for the smaller dogs and
those who didn’t want to get in the lake. Mackenzie was able to work
on some skills and checked off two of the requirements for the Dog
Scout test. It was a really fun afternoon and we hope to do this again
this fall.
Michelle & Sassy
Shelby

Our dogs participate in “dog days” at
baseball stadiums across our area
whenever we can and this summer
Sassy was able to go to a Detroit
Tigers game with her mom Michelle.
It was a very hot day and Sassy was
happy to take advantage of the
pools of cool water they had set out
for the dogs. Sassy absolutely loves
costume characters so she was
happy to greet Paws, the Tiger’s
mascot. Paws is one of her
favorites!

Sam was recently recruited to provide support to students moving into the dorms on the University of Michigan campus. He had so much
fun on move in day and the event coordinator recently provided feedback that the students and their families really enjoyed spending time
with “the big fluffy boy”. Sam has already been asked to return during
exam week to help relieve stress. Many dogs in our troop regularly
provide therapy in many different settings and all of us who
participate find this to be extremely rewarding!
Julie & Sam
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Troop 217—MI (cont.)
Michelle & Sassy

Claudette with Delta & Yaegar

Troop member Barrie Lynn Wood hosted a large public event at
her farm recently that included a Barn Hunt Trial, Farm Dog
Certification testing, as well as testing for Canine Good Citizen
and Trick Dog.
Our troop showed up not only to participate in the events, but also
to talk to people about Dog Scouts and recruit potential new
members. It was a really nice weekend in a beautiful setting.
We were happy to be able to introduce people to DSA.
Dog Scouts Sassy and Katie earned their Farm Dog Certification
(FDC), and Sue Szeremet’s dog Ember earned one leg towards
her FDC. Claudette Smith from troop 101 came down with her
dogs to join us for this event and Delta earned her FDC as well.
Additional accomplishments for the weekend included Sam, Katie
and Mackenzie earning their Novice Trick Dog (TDN) titles.

Sue & Ember

Sassy
Sally & Katie
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Troop 217—MI (cont.)

One of our canine members
reached a huge milestone
this summer. Shelby turned
15 years old!!!
We all adore Shelby and
wanted to give her a shout
out to make sure she knows
it.
Happy Birthday Shelby!

Maia acting as a canine sprinkler system
--a photo sure to cool you down on a hot summer day!
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Barrie Lynn & Sunny kayaking this summer.
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Troop 219—CT ~ The New England Explorers
Submitted by Matt Jorgenson, Chief Treat Dispenser

Board of Directors Meeting

August 26, 2018
Meeting called to order at 1400 by President Zora.
Present: Zora, Dani, Cody, Teagan, Marty and several treat dispensers
Meet and greet completed
Discussion about more treats being made available
Discussion about ice cream and the lack of it
Circus training completed
Discussion regarding the use of personal property by other members
Zora made a motion to share the tools of training, seconded by Teagan, motion carried
Discussion about more treats brought up again
Cody discussed what he likes about the fellow members
Zora made a motion
Teagan discussed the lack of treats
Dani made a motion
Marty wanted to know why the good smelling treats were not available to them
Cody made several motions, all of them obscene
Discussion about swimming and then ice cream, should happen in reverse order
Lack of readily available swimming hole discussed, tabled for future meeting
Motion made by Teagan to have treat dispensers give treats more often, seconded by Zora.
Motion passed
Treats dispensed
Motion to adjourn made by Marty, Seconded by Dani
Meeting adjourned at 1600
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Contact Dog Scouts of America
Learning new things that we may be more helpful
Website: Dogscouts.org
Facebook: facebook.com/DogScouts
Yahoo Discussion List:

pets.groups.yahoo.com/group/DSA_TalkList

Dog Scouts of America (DSA) was established in 1995. It is a non-profit organization
with people dedicated to enriching their
dog’s lives and the lives of others with dogs.
Founder Lonnie Olson has made it her life’s
ambition to experience as many dog sports
and skills as possible with her dogs.
If you believe that dogs really enjoy learning
new things and spending time with their
owners, you’re our kind of dog person.
Dogs were not meant to be “furniture.”
Working dogs want to work. Without having
an acceptable activity in which to use up all
of the energy that comes “built-in” with a
dog, our canine companions often get into
trouble.
By better understanding how your dog
thinks, how he learns, and what drives his
behavior, and by participating in a variety of
dog sports and activities, you will become a
more responsible dog owner.
We hope to prevent misunderstandings,
communication failures, and behavioral
problems which often lead to dogs being
given up as a “lost cause.”

President: Lonnie Olson — DogScoutCamp@gmail.com
(Also for Dog Scout Calendar, Sparky’s Camp Store, Dog Scout Camp (MI), Camp Scholarships)
Mini-Camp Mentor: Sally Hoyle — sally.hoyle@yahoo.com
Dog Scout Obituaries: Chris Kloski — ChrisBill1966@gmail.com
(Memorial recognition and engraving)
Membership: Lonnie Olson — DogScoutCamp@gmail.com
Troop Administration: Brenda Katz — dogs2katz@yahoo.com
(Starting a troop/Troop Leader Tests)
Treasurer/Donations: Barb Whiting — bwhitingdsa@comcast.net
MERIT BADGE RECOGNITION PROGRAM
Video Evaluation: DSAVideoEval@gmail.com
Recording Secretary: Julie Benson — bensonjulie@earthlink.net
Evaluator Certification: Chris Kloski — ChrisBill1966@gmail.com
TITLES/COMPETITIONS
Hosting/Competing: Sally Hoyle — sally.hoyle@yahoo.com
Trail Dog Titles: Kelly Ford — DSA.Troop219@yahoo.com
(Also for competition registration numbers)
Newsletter: Shirley Conley (Editor) — thescoop@dogscouts.org
Website/Communications: Sonja Klattenberg — webadmin1@dogscouts.org
(Also for newsletter distribution)
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